de la Mare Creative
stills & motion

Welcome
Congratulations on your engagement! We are excited for you as you prepare
to continue your journey together and plan your wedding day.
Our role is to tell the story of your day. From the excitement of getting ready,
to your guests enjoying themselves, to romantic shots of you both - we will
work with you to catch all the little details you’ve put into your wedding and
those unexpected moments as they happen.
Our priority is working with you to complement your day and capture
beautiful memories that are shaped by the personalities of the people in
them. Wedding days are about you, your family and your friends - our job is
to reflect that.
We are passionate about the power of the printed image. We know that
a fresh look at a box of photos or an album is a precious thing. We are
committed to helping you enjoy your day in the years to come. As a result,
our collections include a physical component as we believe in the beauty of
memories in your hands. As you tailor-make your collection, we want you to
know that you are planning for many memories in the future!
We hope you enjoy looking through this brochure as a starting point.
Please feel free to get in contact (it is always great to chat!) and
congratulations once again.

Build Your Collection
Over the years, we’ve noticed the things that make our couples smile and
we’ve shaped our collections in response to that by offering different options
for you to build your collection.
You can choose one of our options, a few, or all of them to create the
collection that you want. Over the next pages you can see details about each
option.
Each collection includes an engagement session, photography across your day,
a proof book of your images and an online showcase of your photos.
We’d suggest looking through the options and seeing which ones you fall in
love with. If you love three of the options, the cost of your collection would
be ‘your collection with three options’.
Cost:
Your collection with one option - £1400
Your collection with two options - £1800
Your collection with three options - £2200
Your collection with four options - £2600
Your collection with five options - £3000
Your collection with all six options - £3400

Digital Archive Option
All your finished photographs and films are stored in a digital archive of high
resolution images, along with prepared low resolution copies that are suitable
for social media. These are delivered to you on USB pen in a beautiful,
personalised box.
In addition to the digital archive, this option includes a £50 print voucher to
turn the digital into beautiful prints.

Bespoke Album Option
We are always so pleased to see our couple’s reactions to their albums. There
is nothing quite like it! We work with you to design the perfect memento of
your day. Our albums showcase your photographs in beautiful books
hand-crafted by Graphistudio in Italy. With this option you can choose
between the Original Wedding Book, the Matted Album or the stunning
Favola.
The Original Wedding Book
The OWB comes with 60 pages (30 spreads) with edge to edge photographs
and can be 20x30cm or 20x20cm, housed in a beautiful studio box. There is a
wide choice of covers and personalisation to produce your own, unique, book.
The Matted Album
The Matted Album has 20 pages (10 spreads), also in a 20x30cm or 20x20cm
size, with a variety of covers and a studio box. The pages in this album
are made of refined Tintoretto paper which feature your photographs in
aperatures in the wonderfully tactile paper. A beautiful mix of traditional and
contemporary.
The Favola
Named after the Italian word for ‘fable’, the Favola has been designed to give
a vintage and story-like feel. The luxury Italian leather wrap protects the
15x13” 20 page (10 spread) album, which is hand-bound and hand-made with
cotton amalfi paper.
Extra pages are available as an additional cost to your package.

Wall Art Option
Whether it be framed prints, canvas wraps, chromaluxe art, acrylic prints or
our Nkuku ethical range, this option can decorate your walls with stunning
memories of your day. We offer a wide variety of styles from traditional to
modern, sleek to boho - all of which celebrate your images.
Depending on your style, the Wall Art option can include a pair of 30x20”
canvas wraps or a group of medium and smaller frames. We can build an
option for you based upon on your tastes.

Guest Books Option
This option gives you smaller albums to share with your family or wedding
party (or for you!). Based on the Original Wedding Book style, we design
these hard-backed books with you. Included are four 10x13cm mini books
and two 15x20cm books with 60 pages (30 spreads).
This can be a duplicate of the album from the Bespoke Album Option or can
be a stand alone option - either way it allows your family to have the full day
too.
Extra pages and albums are available at an additional cost to your package.

Polaroid Film Option
Whilst we shoot digital, we also love analogue. This option is a perfect
accompliment to your reception and a fun way to include your guests. We will
also shoot Polaroids at intervals across your day and, as the camera is yours to
keep, you can continue shooting on your honeymoon.
Included in this option is a Polaroid camera, 128 shots of your choice of colour
or monochrome film, and a personalised kraft album with pens and tabs ready
to be filled in by your guests.

Motion Option
Whilst this option is listed last, it’s also one of our favourites. There is
something so precious about watching a film of a wedding day - the motion
brings an extra element to the memories.
As we photograph your day, we will also capture those moments in video to
create a highlights film of your day that is artistic, natural and fun. These films
are a great addition to your still photography.
Your film can be archived on a beautiful USB drive, on DVD or on Blu-Ray.

We love to chat! Contact us on:
office@delamare-creative.co.uk
tel: 01768 486535
@delamarecreative
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